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Conduct Code Ambiguity Creates Problems
By John Bain
"Not so very recently, many questions have been raised about the Student Court, Deans Office, and other
apsects of the student hearing and
review procedures as they are envisioned in the Student Conduct Code.
In general, these questions seeem to
center primarily around the question
of due process - whether or not
disciplinary proceedings "assure
fairness to all members of the
University community. . ." as cited in
section VI-A of the Conduct Code. In
an attempt to answer this central
question, the TRAiL made an effort
to examine the Code (available to all
students), the Student Court and
their proceedings, and other aspects
of the review process.
The Student Conduct Code names
the Student Court the ". . .agency of
original jurisdiction for all infractions of this (student conduct)
Code." It further specifies that the
Court "consist of five students, one
faculty member, one designee of the
Dean of Students, and an advisor to
the Court who is a member of the
Law School faculty." Three student
alternates and one faculty alternate
are also provided for.
Though there are no more specific
requirements than a presidential appointment with Senate approval for
being a student member of the
Court, after looking at the make-up
of the present Court one might well
ask if there shouldn't be. At present,
seven out of the eight student
members belong to the Greek
system (this figure includes alternates to the Court). Of the five student voting members, four are
Greek. This seems to be a far stretch
from a more ideal situation; namely
a Court more representative of the
student body. Though this unbalance could be due to the fact
that more Greeks apply for the positions than do Independents, perhaps
steps should be taken to rectify this
state of affairs. Such steps could include better recruitment of Independent students.
Related to the issue of the Court's
composition is the fact that two of
the members of the Court, including
the current chairperson Robert
Woods, are also members of Safety
and Security. Since many of the
cases which go through the Court
stem from incidents involving Saftey
and Security, the question of impar-

tiality are raised here. If the
possibility exists that members of
the Court can have access to information regarding a case before it
comes to trial unpartiality is lost.
Though provisions are made for disqualification of members on the
grounds of "personal bias, conflict
of interest, or prejudgement," the
purpose of the Court do not seem to
be served if a member or members
have to step down in more than a
few instances. This seems especially
true in the case of the current
chairperson Mr. Woods. It is
especially more puzzling that he
would join Safety and Security at a
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ASC W*Ithdrawals
By John Bain
"l would like to propose that the
Academic Standards Committee
consider changing the University's
policy on withdrawals from courses.
11 There seem to me to be several
problems with the current regulations. Because students may
withdraw without record during the
first four weeks of the term, some of
them bring a tentative or uncommittec attitude into the classroom. This
attitude makes it difficult to create a
sense of academic seriousness or to
build intellectual momentum early
in the term - something that is absolutely essential given our short
terms.
Furthermore, the regulations
make grading a risky business during
the first few weeks. A teacher who
gives students a written assignment
early in the term is faced with student withdrawals on the paper's due
date. These withdrawals, however,
are nothing in comparison with the
withdrawals that occur when graded
papers are returned. A professor who
gives grades lower than B_ might as
well play a recording of the theme
from "Exodus" as he or she passes
the papers back. This situation
tempts teachers to inflate grades
and it tempts students to do shoddy
work. Perhaps the biggest losers,
though, are those students who were
excluded from the course at registration because the enrollment limit
had been reached. After shepherding
my freshman advisees through two
registration periods, I have a great

deal of sympathy for students who
are locked out of courses that they
genuinely want to take. Let's be fair
to them.
In order to provide a quality
education at UPS we need to provide teachers and students with
structural and insititutional support.
I believe that one of the simplest
and most effective ways to achieve
an immediate improvement in the
quality of the educational experience at UPS would be to implement to the following changes:
Limit the add/drop period to the
first week of classes
Limit the drop without record
period to the second week of
classes
Limit the withdraw with "W"
period to the third and fourth weeks
of classes
Stop counting activities units as
credits earned toward an academic
degree.
These changes would encourage
students to commit themselves to
the courses in which they are enrolled. By discouraging the consumerist
mentality that afflicts some of our
students, these changes would make
possible a classroom experience in
which students and teachers work
together as joint producers of educatiOn.k
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After having been presented to this
committee on Monday, the twentyfourth November it is presently
under review. Pending the decision
of the Standards Committee, the
proposal will then be sent to the
Faculty Senate for final approval
sometime during the second week of
Winterim. Until this time the Standards Committee which meets Mondays at 4 pm in Library 134
welcomes any and all input from
students. If passed the initiative will
be made effective for the 1982-83
catalog.

Happy Holidays
As this is the last Trail of the
semester, the staff of your weekly
newspaper wish all of the UPS community and their families a joyous
holiday season. Look for the Trail's
next issue The Special Winterim
Issue, on January 21. Good Luck on
finals!
The Tray Staff

The preceeding was a proposal set
before the Academic Standards
Committee by Professor Bill Breitenbach of the History Department.
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longer impartial. It seems that under
this present system the onew filing
the case have all the advantages.
The present Conduct Code provides for no alternative to the Court
save an "Optional Disciplinary Conference with the Dean of Students."
Though an alternative, it is only
available to those students who
want to plead either ". . .guilty or no
contest" to the charges brought
against them.
Faced with this alternative, "innocent students might very well wish
for either some improvements in the
Court itself, or amendments to the
Conduct Code which might alleviate
some of the problems.

significantly later date than his election to office.
On tis same point of fact, the conditions as laid down by the Student
Conduct Code names the Dean of
Students Office as the primary investigators into any complaint lodged by a member of the University
community. As such, all information
and aspects of the case are made
available to them. The Dean of
Students is also the one who determines if the evidence merits further
action. If this is indeed the decision
chosen, the Dean of Students
designate becomes in the "prosecuting attorney." He or she is no
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To The Editor:
Your article "Health Center Offers
V.D. Information" was timely and
thought provoking. You are to be applauded for tackling this relevant
and controversial subject. However,
I was disturbed by both the tone and
content of your comments on
Herpes Simplex II. In particular, I
was distressed by the comment:
"One in one-hundred pregnant
women carry this disease and it
often causes death in newborns." It
is important for female Herpetics to
discuss their infection with their
obstetrician at the outset of
pregnancy. Delivery complications
are a possibility but not a certainty.
Many Herpetic women have normal
deliveries and healthy babies. Some
must deliver by Caesarean section to
prevent infecting the infant if there
are lesions present in the birth canal.
Herpes Simplex II can be painful
and frightening but Herpetics can
and do learn to minimize the
disease's impact on their daily lives.
You Are Not Alone by Tom Mitchell
is available at the UPS Bookstore. It
is an inexpensive paperback and
contains valuable and reassuring information for sufferers and those
wishing to learn more about Herpes.
HELP is a national association
devoted to helping Herpes sufferers
live productive lives. There are
chapters in Tacoma, Seattle and
Olympia. Information about the
disease and the organization is
available by calling the national
HELPLINE (415) 323-6828.
I hope you will publish some of
this information in conjunction with
your coverage of Dr. Peter Marsh's
presentation.
Sincerely
Mary E. Watts

Dear Editor:
Greetings from China - the People's Republic that is.
Today is the last day of the Pacific
Rim group's journey through China.
It has been exciting and eventful and
we are trying to tie up all our ends to
go to HongKong in the morning. This
letter is one of my ends.
Early on the trip I became a little
ill and decided to not push myself
and make myself seriously ill. So,
one day (the 9th of Nov.) I remained
back at the hotel while the rest of
the group went touring. The enclosed essay was something I wrote
spontaneously while sitting in the
garden, enjoying the sun. It was not
intended for anyone else; it was
simply some thoughts. I shared it
with a few people though and we
think you might want to include it in
one of your editions. I have not
made any corrections or polishing of
style. I don't have the time, and
besides I'd like to keep it in it's
original form. If you find the grammar too bad then you can change it,
but please don't change it's meani ng.
If you choose to print it, please
keep in mind that it is not intended
to represent anyone else's point of
view. Similarly, it is not a summary
of feelings over the entire tour of
China - it was written at about
midterm. My feelings, perceptions
and experiences in China have
changed dramatically during the second half of the tour through China.
(Nov. 1-Nov. 19)
If you choose not to print it,
please be kind enough to forward it
to Suzanne Barnett who is in the
Library.
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P.S. 1 more thing - please date the
article Nov. 9, 1981 if you print it.
I hope I have been of assistance
Sincerely,
Tim C Stinnett
Reflecting: A Day Off in Xian
11/9/81
It's warm today. Xian is supposed
to be quite cold and wet. They say
we brought the good weather with
us. The sky is clear and the sunlight
filters down through all the naked
ginko trees. Their leaves cover the
ground and an approaching step can
be heard clearly. But I am all alone
here. Here I feel as if I am at home.
The setting is perfect. It's time to
rake the leaves and cover the ground
with straw. You can tell by the unmistakable fall chill on your back
while November's sun keeps you
warm up front. I long for a hoe to
prepare the ground for the Dutch
bulbs that are due now. But not this
year, and I miss It.
This continent has well over a
billion people on it. Now, I wonder
where they are. My group is gone
touring antiquities, and the staff is
gone somewhere too. It's all very
peaceful, just me and the sparrows. I
hear a tractor in the distance. I wish
the worker would come and care for
the wheat field I am near, but I can
see the seedlings are fine. I would
like to volunteer my help tilling or
weeding, but I know it wouldn't be
allowed. It's not what an American
is supposed to do in China. I wanted
to help harvest the rice in Japan but
the stereotype persisted there too. I
would like to be allowed to be a peasant for a while. My family's origin is
the farm. Funny, I have to go to Asia
to appreciate my beginning. I would
like to be 'down to Earth' even with
my education. Is there a compromise between my beginning and
my future? I hope so.
The lake on the other side of the
winter wheat is also deserted. I wish
there was a truant over there fishing,
but not here; everyone is accounted
for and under control. I would like
to know a Chinese well. The best
way I have found to get to know someone is to spend some time with
them trying to communicate. I'd like
to have someone demonstrate
fishing and just spend some time
alone with him or her at the lake.
But, we are kept a healthy distance
away from the real people. We meet
the guides and the staff. All of them
are ready to help and answer questions. But it is easy to recognize a
presentation.
The worker on one of our trains
was real. She sat in Leigh's lap and
tried to teach us songs in Mandarin.
She didn't speak English, she wasn't
trying to impress us. She had never
met a bunch of American students.
She giggled and traded patches with
us. She wasn't presenting China, only
extending a warm heart that was
much needed and well received by
our group. We made friends with
her.
The reason they are allowing
foreigners to travel through China is

noble: "To promote mutual
understanding and friendships between China and the rest of the
world." In this effort, we are taken to
seen an underground city in Beijing
that is capable of housing all the inhabitants in a holocaust. We also see
the Lung Men caves in Loyang which
have buddhist sculptures dating
back over two millineum. It is all
very impressive and adds to our
understanding. The friendship
develops through our interaction
with people whom we are largely
kept sheltered from. When will they
ever learn?
The warm sun of Xian is a wonderful feeling after the bitter cold of
Beijing. But nothing in China surpasses that warm heart of the worker
on the train to Loyang. No accomplishment is as impressive than
one done by you and a native in
cooperation. Nothing is better than
making a friend by sharing some
ginseng tea, or singing a song
together, or laughing together
because you both realize you are
both people and nothing more or
less; even if you come from opposite
sides of the globe.

Dear Paul:
I had been meaning to write
something for the TRAIL for a while
but hadn't really gotten to it. This is
a journal entry about an experience!
had in Chengdu, Sichuan Province
(Szechwan) about half way through
our 19 day tour of China. Please
print it if you think people back
home would enjoy It. It should be
pretty self explanatory.
If you and the folks on campus enjoy it, I will try to write more from
time to time. Other people in the
group may also have occasional
contributions.
See you in September '83.
Steve Harvey
Chongging, Sichuan Province, PRC.
P.S. Please have someone proofread
for spelling and usage - I don't
always have access to a dictionary
or style manual.
JOURNAL ENTRY 11/13. Chengdu. I
am taking the day off to stay in my
room and catch up on journal, correspondence, and reading. By now
the rest of the group has left for
Sichuan University. They will return
to the hotel at 11:00 for lunch then
leave again to visit a Daoist temple
and the cottage of Tang poet Du Fu.
Since we only have two days in
Chengdu we are leaving by train for
Chongqing (Chungking) this evening
for 7:30.
Last night about 10:30 I had just
gotten out of the shower and was
getting ready to sit down and finish
some reading when I heard a commotion coming from outside my window. It sounded like a demonstration of thousands of people marching down the street. I stepped out
on the balcony and looked out over
People's Road which runs in front of
the hotel but the only thing visible
was a few bicycles and an occaPlease Turn to Page 3
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Deltas Rep -eat

as Bowl' Champs

by Joel Gleghorn
"The posters go up and instant
pandemonium occurs and chaos
rules as millions storm the sub to
sign up for this event. .
Well, not exactly,, in fact most
people when they see the advertisements for "College Bowl: THE
VARSITY SPORT OF THE MIND"
turn the other way and pray that
they don't run into one of the
"freaks" who are College Bowl participants. You know the kind, extremely skinny, glasses, calculator
on the belt, the one that everybody
hates. However for those who
wandered down, or were coerced
down into the Cellar at 8:30 on
Wednesday night, the 25th of
November, they found a surprise
waiting for them.
One of the stars in the championship was Brian Threlkeld, starting offensive lineman for the• 10-21 Logger
football team. Besides Brian, Phyllis
Jestice, Jay Edgerton, and Sherman
Sheldon were the other members of
the MEKONG DELTA'S, UPS's new
champion college bowl team.
The DELTA'S were undefeated
coming into Wednesday's Finals,
and faced BOWLER'S BUDDIES, a
team that had only lost one game in
thee elimination matches. DELTA'S,
last year's champions, were certainly
favored at the start. Gorham Bowler,
Katie Gilbert, Virginia Green, and

point penalty is assessed to the team
tnat has given the wrong answer.
Upon relating the right answer of a
toss-up to the judge, the team is then
given a chance to answer a bonus
question worth 15 to 30 points, of
which collaboration is allowed, approximately ,five seconds to come
up with an answer, and no opportunity for the opponents to answer.
From the ten teams that started
the competition, four individuals
will be picked to represent UPS at
the regional tournament, to be held
at Boise, Idaho, in the first week of
February. The team will be picked
by Kemble Yates, director and judge
of the UPS tournament. His picks are
based upon the most-knowledgable
people who can best play the game
according to the format mentioned
previously. At this time the team has
not been selected but Threkeld and
Edgerton the only returning players
from the UPS team are good bets to
be two of the four sent to Boise.
Sounds easy, right! Well for those
of you who think that Boise would
be a great place for a vacation here
are 3 of the easiest toss-ups and
bonuses taken from Wednesday's
final:
1)An astronomer, an artist, or a
Thysician. For 10 points which of
these was second century BC Greek
Hiparchus? [astronomer]

Jeff Gauger showed that the BUDDIES weren't going to lay down and
die however, and after the first-half
the game was close with a score of
100 to 90 in favor of the DELTA'S. In
the second half, the experience of
the older team began to tell and the
DELTA'S finished off the BUDDIES
185 to 110. As an aftermath, and for
practice, the DELTA'S played
against a faculty "all-star" team consisting of Professors Cooney,
Breitenbach, Reigsecker and Wood.
Slowing the champions down, the
faculty completely dominated the
match winning with a score of 190 to
70. It completed a two game sweep
for the teachers, who had also
routed the All-stars from the Administration (To the amazement of
Dr. Phibbs, who watched all the action) 235 to 140.
By now all of you must be curious
enough to wonder how the game is
played. The format is simple
enough.
Each match is divided into 7
minute halves. During the match
an M.C. reads a question, called a
toss-up, worth 10 points, and either
team will have 3 seconds to come up
with an answer. For the toss-ups no
collaboration is allowed, and the individual must be recognized by a
judge. If the toss-up is interrupted
and a wrong answer is given, a five

Letter From China
Continued from Page 2
sional car. The noise died down and
I stepped back inside thinking that I
had imagined the whole thing.
About five minutes later, the noise
came back, this time louder. From
the balcony I could now see an
enourmous crowd coming down the
street carrying a large red banner
and chanting something which I
could not make out. I ran back inside, shouted, "Let's go!" to Terry
Sharrard and Steve Lust who were
talking in the adjoining room, and
jumped into the nearest clothes I
could find. I grabbed Terry's
Chinese-worker's overcoat as we
took off out the door. On the way
down the hall we ran into our guide;
he told us that the demonstration
was for the Men's National Football
(soccer) Team who had just defeated
Saudi-Arabia by a score of 4 to 2.
People's Road is the main
boulevard in Chengdu, so it is broad:
about four lane's width in the middle
for cars and bicycles with another
lane on either side of the road
seperated by a divider for the use of
pedestrians of hand-or waterbuffalo-carts. The whole six lanes
were completely filled with people,
marching in groups down the middle
of the street and running or bicycling up and down either side. People
were singing, chanting, or just yelling; ringing bicycle bells and beating
on drums or if they couldn't find a
drum on metal basins and pieces of
scrap. Rice-straw brooms made into
fire brands were being carried up
and down the lines.
The front of the procession had
passed us by 30 or 40 meters by the
time we got out on the street, so we

decided to run up the side and try to
get a look at everthing head-on. In
the dark, dressed in navy-blue
slacks, an olive-drab two-sizes-toolarge overcoat, and a dark worker's
cap, I didn't particularly stand out
and could blend into the crowd
without being too obvious. (This is
unusual in China: in spite of increasing tourism Westerners are still a
novelty and we draw a crowd
wherever we go.) But Steve was
wearing a blue and red ski jacket
and Terry a red bandanna tied into a
pirate's hat, so we managed to attract attention anyway. Some peopie just stared at us, wondering, I
suppose, what American tourists
were doing in the middle of a
Chinese street celebration. Others
smiled or yelled "Hello!" at us as we
ran by. Somewhere along the line an
English-speaking student latched on
to Steve Lust and they began talking.
Wang Tao was breathless in his excitement, not at meeting foreigners
which seemed by his response to be
a routine occurance, but at the
triumph of the Chinese football
team. After primary introductions
("Where are you from?" "What is
your occupation?" "How long have
you been in China?", etc.), Wang
told us over and over again how he
and the rest of the crowd of about
15,000 people felt:
"This is very great!"
"I can't find words to express my
happiness!"
"China's athletic achievement is
very great!"
"China is very hopeful!"
"JONG GWO HUAN SUIEI" (a
chant of the crowd: "Long Live
China!
In between shouting and beating a

small wooden drum, Wang
translated some of the chants for us
and pointed out the Chinese National Anthem. The crowd was divided into smaller groups: workers participated through their factory units,
students through their schools.
Drum in hand, Wang led us into the
middle of the crowd, shouting out introductions half in English half in
Chinese as we went by. Near the
front of the procession people burned straw broom or wicker basket torches. Occasional firecrackers exploded on all sides.
-

For a few moments we became
part of the crowd, tightly packed in
the streets, being moved, bumped,
and jostled without having any control over where we were going. But
the people, many of whom spoke
English, welcomed us. The crowd
seemed delighted to have a few
Americans participating in their
celebration. We shouted out congratulations.
About a kilometer from the hotel
and a few blocks from the end of
People's Road with its four-timeslife-size statue of Mao, the procession stopped moving and then began
to scatter. By this time Wang had informed us that he was a student of
English, studying to become an
English teacher. He invited us back
to his school to join a party celebration of China's victory.
He led us through several side
streets running ahead or back occasionally to shout something to a
friend he saw passing by. Off one
street we were brought inside a gate
which led into a small passageway
between two buildings. Wang told
us to wait and ran down the

You are out with a group of your
co-rel igionists worshipping some
sacred specimens of the genera
Quercus or Lithocarpus and Viscum
Album of the family Loranthacae.
For 10 points each, name the two
plants you are worshipping, and for
another 10 points your religion? [oak
and mistletoe; Druidism]
2)According to the Bible, the lost
tribes were transferred to Assyin
after the conquest of Israel. For 10
points the lost tribes were composed
of how many Jewish tribes? [10]
Hurricanes spin clockwise on one
side of the equator and counterclockwise on the other, for 20 points,
which direction is the spin of a hurricane in the Gulf of Mexico?
[counterclockwise]
3)Paris is the capital of France, for
10 points, what nation's capital is
Mogadisho? [Somalia]
20 pt Bonus: Wáshingtonwas called the "father of his country." What
president called America "the great
arsenal of democracy?" [Franklin
D. Roosevelt]
Special thanks go to Kemble Yates
for directing and judging, Mark
Turner, superior member of the UPS
forensics team, for emceeing the
final match, and especially Kawehi
Papalimu for allowing the finals to
be held in the Cellar.
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passageway. A minute or two later
several students came to greet us in
English and then escorted us down
the passageway with rice-straw
broom torches. The passage opened
onto a wide courtyard. About 200
students and a few teachers were
gathered around a bonfire in the
center, for the most part just standing around and talking to friends.
We were introduced to individuals
rather than the whole group, and
joined the general milling about.
Chengdu Normal School is a sort
of vocational school for students
who will become middle school
foreign language teachers. The
students we spoke with were 17 or
18 years old in their third or fourth
year of training; most would become
teachers within one or two years.
After graduation, students will be
assigned a job by the government,
probably as teachers in the countryside since that is the area of
greatest need at the present.
Everyone we talked with spoke easily and without much accent. English
is probably the most popular foreign
language to study in China at the
present and more than half of the
students we met at Chengdu were
studying English. Other popular
foreign languages include French,
German, and surprisingly, Russian.
The teachers began to play
Chinese folk-music on accordion
and people began to dance. We
were invited to join and were paired
off with people who tried, with
limited success, to teach us the
dance steps. Dancing and music
were fairly sporadic, though, and we
were soon pulled off to the side and
Please Turn to Page 9
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EXPEDITIONARY OFFERS

By Julia Chester

Skiing, hiking, white water rafting,
these are just a few of the recreational opportunities provided by the
great Pacific Northwest. The UPS
Outdoor Program, a subsidiary of
the Expeditionary rental shop offers
the students, faculty, and administrative staff of UPS great opportunities to participate in skiing and
hiking the surrounding regions.
The Outdoor Program, often confused with the Expeditionary Shop is
a program sponsored by ASUPS (the
Expeditionary is a self-sufficient
business) and has its office in the
upstairs lounge of the Expeditionary.
Denise Haverstock, coordinator of
the Outdoor Program has done
much with it this year and even has
plans for an Outdoor club.
"My goal was to do a whole lot
with it so it doesn't get faded out.

It's a great program for the campus
in this area and both the Expeditionary and the Outdoor Program
are an asset to the school. I wanted
to from and 'outdoor club' and its
taken a while so l'lll wait till spring.
The idea is to get students to share
similar outdoor interests, to plan
trips together, and to find others'
with the same interests." The Outdoor Club will be meeting once a
month in the spring and is open to
anyone. The meetings will be held in
the Expeditionary.
The Outdoor Program itself
started two years ago and was meant
to provide students, faculty, and administration a chance to participate
in wilderness and outdoor related
seminars, films, and occasional expeditions. One seminar a month is
held in the upstairs lounge of the Ex-

TAG Presents Deathtrap
There's murder and comedy in
the air as Tacoma Actors Guild
prepares to open its third production
of the 1981-82 season, Deathtrap, by
Ira Levin. This Northwest resident
theatre premiere will open on Thursday, December 3, with an 8 p.m. cur tain (Tickets: 272-2145). Deathtrap
will continue through December 26,
Of Deathtrap-, little can be said
without revealing - and thereby
spoiling - the ingeniously mystifying
twists and turns of plot.
The leading character is a middleaged playwright down on his luck.
Once, he had been a popular author
of stage thrillers not unlike the very
one presented now at TAG. But with
the passage of time, he has lost the
old know-how, and the future looks
bleak indeed, both professionally
and financially.
Though his wife has some money,
they have evidently been living
beyond their means. When an oppor tunity arises by dint of which he will
be able to recoup both his literary
reputation and his fortune, who can
blame him if he is eager to take advantage of it? True, the opportunity
involves death hv

ATTENTION:

bludgeon, and medieval crossbow,
but then nothing comes without cost
in this world.
Laurence Ballard is "Sidney
Bruhi," the playwright, and Lyn Tyrrell plays his wife, "Myra." Nathan
Haas is "Clifford Anderson," a
former student of Sidney's and a
budding playwright himself. Jill
Klein is "Helga ten Dorp," a Dutch
clairvoyant so gifted she becomes
aware of her daughter's pregnancy
before her daughter does, and Peter
Silbert plays Porter Milgraim,"
Sidney's attorney.
Guest Director of Deathtrap is
Shaun Austin-Olsen. Set design is by
Philip Holte, costumes by Dan
McWest, lighting by J. Patrick Elmer
and sound by William C. Strock.
Stephen Packard is technical director, Hal Meng is produciton stage
manager and Petra Lehman is assistant stage manager.
Deathtrap runs Tuesday through
Saturday, Dec. 3-26. Curtain time,
Tuesday through Saturday, is 8 p.m.
Sunday curtain is at 7 p.m. Matinees
are offered Wednesdays and Sundays at 2:30 p.m.

All Pre-OT and Pre-OT students

AVAILABLE NOW
IN THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE
APPLICATION MATERIALS
FOR

--FaIl, 1982 and Spring, 1983
Undergraduate/Certificate Program
—Fall, 1982 Basic Masters 01 Program
—Fall, 1982 PT Program

DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15, 1982
Further Information: Call Admission5
(3211-Ask for Alice Macy)

OUTDOOR PROGRAM
peditionary, bringing in community
speakers from different sports
backgrounds such as cross country
skiing, downhill skiing, bicycling,
rock climbing, map and compass
reading, white water rafting and
kayaking.
So far this year a back packing trip
in the Olympics and a bicycle ride to
Vashon Island have been put on, but
good old Tacoma weather has
managed to cause cancellation of
other outings. Denise is now planning the Outdoor Program for
Winterim which will include a Crosscountry ski trip, and two seminars
concerning cross country and snow
shoeing.
A lot of students are attracted to
UPS for its location and recreational
opportunities, which is why the Expeditionary and the Outdoor Progam are important components in
the UPS curriculum. "It offers to
everyone on campus a chance to
meet others with similar interests
and a chance to learn about outdoor
activities they might not be familiar
with. Its a good way to get together
with people." Denise Haverstock has
contributed much to the program's
formation and has herself developed
interests in sports since she came to
UPS from Ohio. "I would like to see
a lot more people become interested
in the program and what it has to of-

fer. Its been a good turn out this
semester for seminars, trips, and use
of the Expeditionary. A lot of interest has been generated for the
outdoors club too." For more information contact Denise Haverstock
at the Expeditionary ex. 3403. Happy
Sporting!

The Rev. Patricia E. dejong, a skilled practitioner of the art of clown
ministry, will lead the weekly
University Chapel worship service,
Sunday, Dec. 6, at 7 p.m. in Kilworth
chapel.
The Rev. dejong is campus
minister at San Francisco State
University. She has taught improvisation movement and theatre
classes for nine years and directs improvisational theatre groups in the
Bay area.
She gave clown and mime presentations at the National United
Women's Assembly at Purdue
University in 1979 and during the
Earl tectures at Pacific School of
Religion.

EARN OVER $850 A MONTH
RIGHT THROUGH YOUR
SENIOR YEAR
If you're a junior or a senior majoring in
math, physics, chemistry or engineering, the Navy
has a program you should know about.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer
Candidate-Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short)
and if you qualify, you will receive a $3000 Bonus
immediately and earn as much as $850 a month
right through your senior year. Then after 16
weeks of Officer Candidate School, you'll receive
an additional year of advanced technical
education. This would cost you thousands in a
civilian school, but in the Navy, we pay you. And
at the end of the year of training, you'll receive
another $3,000 cash bonus.
It isn't easy. There are fewer than 300
openings and only one of every six applicants will
be selected. But if you make it, you'll have
qualified for an elite engineering training program,
unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $40,000
salary after four years, and outstanding
qualifications for jobs in private industry should
you decide to leave the Navy later.
Ask your placement officer to set up an
interview with a Navy representative when he
visits the campus on December 8 , or contact
your Navy representative at 206-442-5700 (collect).
If you prefer, send your resume to the Navy
Nuclear Officer Program, 300 - 120th Ave NE,
Bldg. 1, Suite 200, Bellevue, WA 98005, and a
Navy representative will contact you directly. The
NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than
help you finish college: it can lead to an exciting
career opportunity.
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Free Cash For
Grads
A post-graduate, study-travel
fellowship has been established at
the University of Puget Sound
through the Laura H. Cunningham
Endowment Fund. It was announced
today by President Philip Phibbs.
Similar in concept to the Guggenheim Fellowships and the grants
made recently to promising scholars
by the McArthur Foundation, the
Laura H. Cunningham Fellowship
will provide talented, hardworking
young people with the freedom to
study and explore new realms of
creativitry, according to President
Phibbs.
Bearing a stipend of 10,000, one
Laura H. Cunningham Fellowship
will be presented annually to a
graduating senior who has excelled
academically and who shows
unusual potential. It will fund a year
of independent study and travel
abroad and the first award will be
announced during Spring Commencement 1982.
"The purpose of the Fellowship is
to inspire undergraduate students to
perform at the peak of their ability
and to provide a special opportunity
for highly motivated students to
develop their talents after graduation," commented President Phibbs
in his announcement. He added that
this is the first fellowship of its kind
in the Northwest.
Mrs. Cunningham of Seattle, who
died in 1978 at the age of 90, bequeathed the majority of her extate
to UPS. Estimated to ultimately
reach $800,000, the endowment
fund established through her bequest is already providing an annual
scholarship program benefiting
juniors and seniors. The bulk of the
fund will continue to go toward
these scholarships.
The new fellowship underscores
Mrs. Cunningham's belief in the
value of a liberal education and her
avocation for travel. A former
language teacher, Mrs. Cunningham
spoke fluent french, Spanish and
German. Traveling with her husband
the late Edward Cunningham,
founder of Pacific Marine Supply
—alone or with friends, she visited extensively on five continents.
In her 1907 high school valedictory address, Mrs. Cunningham urged her fellow graduates not to
"despise culture studies because
they do not seem to lead directly to
financial gain. They signify much
more than wealth — a broader view
of this world and a fuller appreciation of the real enjoyment of life."
Candidates for the Cunningham
Fellowship will be recommended by
faculty members and must have attended UPS through their entire
undergraduate careers.
The candidates' proposed projects will be evaluated by a committee headed by the chairman of the
UPS Board of Trustees'lnstructional
Committee and comprised of individuals outside the faculty and
staff of the university. The projects
need not be related to the candidates' major field of
undergraduate study, but may be
designed to broaden thein area of
..
learning. .
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THE KEG RESTAURANT
2212 West Mildred St.
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(Located in Narrows Plaza-2 Blocks South of TCC)
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565-7300
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Madrigals Perform Christmas, Classic
The University of Puget Sound
and members of the Tacoma community join to usher in the holiday
season with a variety of musical
events from Handel's Messiah to
jazz.
One of the largest groups of massed voice - more than 250 voices
from 50 church choirs and the LiPS
Tacoma Civic Chorus sing the majestic Christmas oratorio, Handel's
Messiah. The choir will be accompanied by members of the Tacoma
Symphony Orchestra and conducted
by Dr. Edward Hansen. The 4 p.m.
performance December 6th in the
UPS Fieldhouse will feature Earlene
Carey, lyric soprano, Lori Krause,
mezzo-soprano, Thomas Goleeke,
tenor, and Charles Pailthorp, bass.
Admission for The Messiah is $1
for students and senior citizens, $2
general admission and $5 for a family. Tickets are available at the
Tacoma Mall Bon Marche and the
School of Music, 756-3253.
On the second night there will be
a candlelight procession, carol singing with a brass quartet and two major Christmas classics highlighting
the third annual Christmas concert
of the University Chorale. This
70-voice group conducted by
Thomas Goleeke will sing Vivaldi's

Gloria and The Season of Man,
Fischer lull's classic for two
trumpets and choir. The free concert
is scheduled for Kilworth Chapel at 8
p.m. on December 7th and will conclude with Carols Old But New, the
choral suite based on seven traditional Christmas carols arranged by
Richard Warner.
The third night will feature the
Vocal Jazz Ensemble bringing swing,
ballad and up-tempo styles to the Inside Theatre on December 8th at 8
p.m. This all-campus group under
the direction of Dinah Lindberg will
deliver such all time favorites as I
Cot Rhythm, Between the Devil and
the Deep Blue Sea and unique rend itions of Christmas favorites.
The evening will be highlighted by
the performance of tenor Stephen
James presenting a gospel interpretation of God Bless America arranged by Kirby Shaw. The vocalists
will be backed by a rhythm section
of drums, bass guitar, and keyboard.
Nights four through eight:
The Madrigal Singers - for the
30th time - weave their own musical
magic December 9th through 13th.
The annual Christmas performance
by this select group drawn from the
incomparable Adelphians has
become the tradition in Tacoma. As
always the joyous, informal program
includes Christmas music from
medieval days to the present and
will close with the full Adelphian
Concert Choir joining the Madrigals
in a medley of carols. This performance marks the last time Dr. Bruce
Rodgers will direct the Adelphians
before his retirement after 30 years
of bringing music to the community.

Performances of the Madrigals are
at 8 p.m. in Jacobsen Recital Hall
and there is no fee. However, complimentary tickets are required and
may be obtained from the School of
Music, call 756-3253 for information
and reservations.
The final night brings "Sound of
America", the Air force Band of the
Pacific Northwest's 33-member
show band, to the UPS Fieldhouse.
the 8 p.m. performance will blend
old and new Christmas favorites.
Capt. William D. Dries conducts the
band in the concert sponsored by
UPS , Air Force ROTC Detachment
900.
Featured works will be Russian
Christmas Music and selections from
Nutcracker Suite. Other selections

are Have Yourself a Merry Little
Christmas, Sleigh Ride, Silent Night,
and Caroling, Caroling/— rrany with
vocal solos.

The UPS Alumni Association cordially invites you to attend a party
being given in honor of the
December graduates. It will be held
on Friday, December 4, between 5-7
p.m. in the Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sorority chapter room, located in
the basement of the SUB.
Refreshments will be provided. If
you have any students, work studies,
etc. who are graduating on the 18th,
and you would like to attend, please
give us a call at ext. 3245 no later
than Wednesday, December 2.

The select University of Puget Sound Madrigal Singers present their
30th Annual Christmas Concert series Dec. 9-13 at 8 p.m. in Jacobsen
Recital Hall.

Small Notes
Music from two centuries and two
continents will be performed Friday,
Dec. 4, by the University Symphony
Orchestra at the University of Puget
Sound.
The free concert begins at 8 p.m.
in Jacobsen Recital Hall at the UPS
Music Building, North 15th street
and Union Avenue. Edward Seferian,
UPS professor of music, conducts
the 50 member orchestra, comprised
of both music majors and non-music
majors.
Italy's Ottorino Respighi
(1879-1936), whose music was influerced by his teacher, RimskyKorsakov, and by Strauss, will be
represented on the program with
"Ancient Airs and Dances."
From the 19th century and Germany will be Felix Mendelssohn's "G
Minor Piano Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra," featuring a piano solo
by Richard Kessler, UPS assistant
professor of music.
Accenting the international flavor
of the program will be Maurice
Ravel's "Bolero," one of the most
popular works by the early 20th century, French composer; and "El salon
Mexico," an orchestral fantasy based on Mexican tunes by Americanborn, contemporary composer,
Aaron Copland.

TRAIL INVOLVEMENT
Positions available immediately for:
Ad SAles Manager, Production Staff,
Reporters, Business Manager. Interested? Call x32781

FREE DELIVERY!!

just give them a call

565-4925
10 Percent
Student & Staff
Discount
Open Fri.-Sat. til 9:00pm
All Day Sunday

6601

-

6th Ave. 565-4925

(across from Sea-First Bank)
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Music Provides Holiday Fare

This year one of the largest massed choirs ever - more than 250
voices —will fill the University of
Puget Sound Fieldhouse with the
majestic strains of Handel's
"Messiah" as selected members
from 50 church choirs join the UPSTacoma Civic Chorus in this traditional concert. The Dec. 6th performance will be conducted by Dr. Edward Hansen. Members of the
Tacoma Symphony Orchestra will
accompany the choir.
This year's soloists are Earlene
Carey, soprano, Lori Krause, mezzosoprano, Thomas Goleeke, tenor,
and Charles Pailthorp, bass.
Earlene Carey, a well known lyric
soprano, has sung extensively in

"Messiah" soloist tori Krause

"Messiah" soloist Thomas Goleeke

"Messiah" soloist Earlene Carey

recitals, oratorios and other works
with symphony and chamber orchestras as well as in operas, operettas and popular song presentations.
She has appeared in New York, Connecticut, Michigan and throughout
the West. She is currently a member
of the adjunct faculty at the UPS
School of Music.
Lori Krause, a mezzo-soprano
from Kent, received her B.A. in
music from Pacific Lutheran Univer sity and has continued her voice
studies at the Aspen School of Music
and in New York City. She is currently a student of William Eddy in
Tacoma.
Tenor Thomas Goleeke is familiar
to many in the Northwest for his
guest appearances in recital and as

guest soloist with major orchestras
in the area. He has also performed
with the Northwest Chamber Or chestra and is a frequent soloist at
the Carmel Bach Festival. He is professor of music and head of the
voice department for the UPS
School of Music.
Charles Pailthorp of Olympia appears regularly in concert, recital
and in operas and musical theatre.
His performances range from opera
to the Tacoma Actors Guild and his
repertoire included leider, oratorios,
Broadway musicals and such
operatic roles as Salieri in RimskyKorsakov's Mozart and Salieri and
Copelius, Lindorf and Dappertutto
in Tales of Hoffman.

NEW
FROM
SAS

Steve Curran Karate
TwJff,ament #ti
Ao& Dó
Instructor, Steve Curran 3rd Degree
4411 6th AVE.
DO-JO
759-4262 Tacoma, WA 98406

Vi,gohino Farc

S

Round Trip:
COPENHAGEN or OSLO
STOCKHOLM - $680.00
Stay: Mm. 7 days; Max. 21 days
Validity: Oct. 1, '81 to
Apr. 30, '82
Tuesday departures
Call your travel agent or SAS
for details
Take a Short Cut

"Messiah" soloist Charles Pailthorp

NW. Fie Karate Assn.

M P1
Also think car rental,
Eurailpass. Mm. land
arrangements.

$140.00 for 7 days

S4S

Fly the Polar Route

SC44'D,V4Ii4,V 4/RL/,VEJ
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IRELAND
By Julia Chester
Green velevety patchwork
scenery, the four leaf clover, and the
rolling Irish brogue are what most
people think of when they envision
Ireland. But Northern Ireland is split
between Catholics and Protestants
-- —violently so. And it appears
that "ne'er the twain shall meet" for
the age old struggle for religiou'
supremacy continues here today.
The Associated Politics and Government Students of U.P.S. presented
two documentary films called "Terror in Ireland " and "Christians at
War" dealing with this sensitive
topic. Esther Wagner and Rob Garrett, who have been to Ireland
numerous times, provided interesting comment and thought provoking facts on the subject.
"Strange and dramatic things are
happening," declared Esther
Wagner, "There is Protestant extrimist anger against the British
whobelieve that British aren't pursuing the Irish Republican Army hard
enough." So the problem has stemmed from Protestant against
Catholic and their IRA , to Protestant against their own British government.
The problem has been dubbed as
"Britains Vietnam." There are certain parallels, such as the fact that
Britain sending more troops in to
protect Protestant from Catholic
and vice versa, has not helped
alleviate the situatin. It appears this
is a problem with no military solution. It is one of political, religious,
and economic implications. It is in
Esther Wagner's words, "Fighting for
Protestant ascendancy, and
Catholics fighting for equality."
There has been a long history of
English persecution towards the
Catholic faith which has led to the
alienation and despair of Catholic
minority in Northern Ireland. Their
has been evidence that the English
government has directed industry
towards Protestant workers, while
denying Catholic citizens jobs,
especially in the government. Further evidence of Catholic suppression was evident in the Internment
Act of 1971 which gave the British
government the right to imprison
suspected rebels without charge or
trial, as a preventative measure. But
there have been extremely few Protestant arrests, and in essence Internment has become an anti-IRA,
anti-Catholic movement. Says
Esther Wagner, "There is a similarity
to black civil rights movements. The
Roman Catholics are in the same
place as the Blacks were in 1969.
They cant get jobs. There is great
unemployment. One must show a
school certificate when applying for
a job and that gives the religious
background away." Not only at the
government level is religious strife
instilled. "Protestant kids are encouraged to hate Catholic priests
and Catholics will never give in to
the Protestant church."
The recent hunger strikes have
been a manifestation of the political
repression felt by the Catholics. As
the middle ground fell away betPlease Turn to Page 9

The 'Teach In" held Wednesday November 12, included panelists Tim Hansen of the English Department,
Craig Gunter of the Politics and Government Department, and Dave Balaam , also of the Politics and
Government Department. Issues discussed were U.S. military posture, the necesssity of new war
machines, U.S. international interests.
Photo By Dave Frankel

Class at TAG
NEW IFC EXECS
PRESIDENT-Ken Batali, Phi Delt.
1ST VP-Jeff Heutmaker, Beta Theta
Pi
2ND VP-Doug Bremner. SAE
SECRETARY-Kevin Duncan, Kappa
Sigma
TREASURER-Brian Davis, Beta Theta
P1.
RUSH-Jim Montecucco, Phi Delta
Theta.
SOCIAL-Ken Pfau, Sigma Nu

-

The Tacoma-Pierce County Civic
Arts Commission is sponsoring a free
performance of Tacoma Actors
Guild's Deathtrap on Saturday, Dec.
5, at 2:30 p.m. Free tickets are
restricted to Tacoma residents only.
Those interested in obtraining free
tickets to the performance should
send a stamped, self-addressed
envelpe to: FREE TICKETS, Tacoma
Actors Guild, 1323 South Yakima
Avenue, Tacoma, WA 98405. Ticket
requests will be filled on a firstcome, first-served basis.
Additional free performances o
Deathtrap sponsored by the Tacoma.
Pierce County Civic Arts Commis
sion will take place on saturday,
Dec. 12, and Wednesday, Dec. 16
Both performances are matinees
with a 2:30 p.m. curtain. Free tickets
for these dates will be restricted to
those Pierce County residents living
outside the city limits of Tacoma, except for the hearing-impaired.
The Dec. 16 free matinee will be
signed for the hearing-impaired by
interpretors from the Tacoma Area
Coalition of Individuals with
Disabilities (Community Access Program for the Sensory and PhysicaIl'
Impaired).

Noted Director Shaun AustinOlsen will conduct the third of
Tacoma Actors Guild's Master Class
series on Saturday, December 12,
from noon to 4 p.m. at the theatre,
1323 South Yakima Avenue.
The Master Classes, new this year
at TAG, have thus far featured guest
artists in the areas of lighting and
scene design. Other areas to be examined in the series will be costuming, acting and sound design.
Professionals in their respective
fields, the Master Class instructors
share their expertise with interested
students, visiting staff members
from other Northwest theatres and
the general public.
Austin-Olsen, who is directing
TAG's production of Deathtrap, has
just finished a season with the Stratford Festival in Ontario, Canada.
Lasy year at TAG, Austin-Olsen
directed Bus Stop. His directing

credits also include Straight Up at
the Bathhouse, Skungpoomery at the

Empty Space and The Indian Wants
The Bronx for The Group.
Additionally, he has acted with a
Contemporary Theatre, the Seattle
Repertory Theatre, The Empty Space
and the Intiman Theatre Company.
His many roles include "Gethir
Price" in Comedians, "Hotspur" in
Henry IV, Part I and "Captain" in

Mirandolina.
Austin-Olsen's December 1
Master Class will examine "teaching
and learning through direction,'
from an actor's or director's point of
view.
Tuition for the four-hour class is
$20/person. Space is limited, so early
registration is advised. For additional information and registration,
please call Nancy Hoadley at
Tacoma Actors Guild, 272-3107.

'MODERN STYL ING INA COMFORTABLE
OLD FASHION SETTING'
Specializing in Fine & Problem Hair
for both Women and Men.
Open Monday thru Saturday 9-5
(Early and late appts. available)

Hair Boutique
MARIAN G. HILL, OWNER
hair designing! salon waves! coloring / highlighting
3223/ 6th ave/tacoma, washington 98406 / 759-5171
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IR E LAND
Continued from rage 8
ween Protestant and Catholic conflict the IRA became the legitimate
protector of Catholics in Northern
Ireland. As Rob Garrett pointed out,
"The real audience for the hunger
strikers have not been the rest of the
world but Ireland. They want to be
recognized as political prisoners, not
terrorists. The British government
was then put in a bad postion. They
didn't know how to handle the
hunger strike. This gave rise to the
perception that British government
was not handling the situation
right."
Subsequently the Protestants have
become angry with the British
government, causing further strife in
the situation, and a sense of an identity crisis. Are the Protestants Irish
or British? And if the British pull out
of Ireland a civil war will most cer tainly ensue. As it is now, the fate of
Northern Ireland is decided in London. The British have found
themselves fighting a guerilla war,
not just a colonial struggle. It's a
test of British democracy.
Professor Garrett stated that the
Republic of Southern Ireland, independent since the 1920's, has now
begun to face the problem, indeed,
has had to in light of the possibility
for a United Ireland. "How long can
this go on? There will be a United
Irish Republic. It's coming. A major
gesture towards this is that the
British Labor Party, just as powerful
as either of our two parties in the
British government, have proposed
that Britain move towards a United
Ireland. This may make for an unworkable situation. But those who
want to be British will have to go to
Britain."
The uniting of Northern and
Southern Ireland would prove costly
to both sides. If they do unite Norhern Ireland will no longer belong
to the welfare state of the United
Kingdom, and the Protestants fear
losing this alliance.
But Northernlreland is now suffering from the
economic hardships encountered
byEngland.
For this reason the
Catholics of Northern Ireland would
like to unite with Southern Ireland
because of their Catholic faith and
foreconomic prosperity.
However, Southern Ireland will
have to face the prospect of a
separation of chuch and state if they
are to seriously consider the issue of
Said Professor
a United Ireland.
Garrett, "It's time for the iron grip of
the Catholic church on the governmenttoletgo. The present government in Dublin will have to give up
much. Northern Ireland would stay
in itself; it would have civil rights

and guarantees. As of now Southern
Ireland has a Catholic majority and
it follows the Catholic church."
Southern Ireland Republican government forbids divorce and contraception because they're against
the laws of the Catholic church. But
as Professor Wagner pointed out,
"They have ways around it; all kinds
of methods. People leave the country to get their divorce, like they fly
to Miami here."
Though a United Ireland is still in
the embryonic stage of development
economic prosperity of Southern
Ireland is convincing Northern
Irelanders that they should join
together. Exempt from grants and
other economic arrangements
beneficial to Southern Ireland, Northern Ireland remains beleagu red by
the recessed British pound. "The
sectarianism of Northern Ireland is
more pronounced than divisions between Eastern European nations,"
claimed Professor Garrett. Added
Professor Wagner, "Attachments to
Britain are emotioal and political.
The Protestants in Northern Ireland
dont feel English. Nobody's
quitesure who is who. It pulls on the
people, a psychological gesture."
A North Irish Protestant in the film
summed up their attitude toward
the Catholics. "The queen saved us
from popery, knavery, slavery,
wooden shoes, and the pope. Loyalty to the Queen. The enemy is the
Roman Catholic Church." Northern
Irish Catholics expressed a contradictory view. "The British are used asinstruments for unionist
government. The enemy is the
British army. We could live with the
Protestants but they wont live with
us."
The emergency of the situation has
begun to be felt by all involved, and
the words of one Irish mother summed up the danger of the situation.
"If it doesn't stop now, it'll end in
mass murder. There's going to be
nothing left."
Esther Wagner's Irish literature
Winterum class will deal with this
subject in depth.

Hundreds of distinct prints and
handcrafted ceramics works, from
utilitarian to fine art objects, will be
offered during the University of
Puget Sound Ceramics Guild's annual Christmas Pot and Print Sale.
The sale will be held at Kittredge
Gallery on Friday, Dec. 4, from 10
am. to 9 p.m. and Saturday, Dec. 5,
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Priced for any pocketbook, the
works are appropriate for holiday
gift-giving. The artists are UPS
undergraduate and graduate
students as well as alumni who are
professional artists.

KING BOWL V
This Saturday, KUPS provides
coverage of Kingbowl V, the
Washington State High School Football Championships, with hourly
reports beginning at 9:30 am from the
Dome.

WICI Provides
Scholarships
Students in communications programs at colleges around the Pacific
Northwest can participate in a
regional competition sponsored by
Women in Communication, Inc.
(WICI).
The WICI Student Awards Competition is open to students who
have aired, published or presented
communicaitons work during 1981.
Award categories include
newspaper articles and series in
news, feature and opinion
categories, magazine articles or
series, photographs in feature or
spot news, television documentaries
or spot news, radio documentaries
or spot news, slide presentations,
public relations campaigns, advertising campaigns and communications
research projects.
Winners will be presented with
plaques and certificates at the WICI
Pacific Northwest Regional Meeting,
April 1, 1982, in Portland, Oregon.
Entry fees are $3 for the first entry
for WICI members and $5 for nonmembers. Additional entries for
both members and non-members are
$1 each. Students must submit their
entries by February 8, 1982.
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For entry forms contact Marry
Kennedy Burton, Pacific Northwest
Student Competition Chairperson,
Oregon Health Sciences University,
SYPR, 3181 S.W. Sam Jackson Park
Road, Portland, Oregon, 97201.

L E T TER-5
continued from Page 3
asked to sing instead. Several
choruses of "Jingle Bells" later
("Jingle Bells" is the most popular
song among all the English speaking
Chinese students we have met so far)
we were offered some tea. (Interesting note for American
students: except for the tea which
we drank, no food or drink was present.) Singing, dancing, and conversation contiiued alternately for the
duration of the night.
About 12:30 am the teachers called a halt. Students had classes the
next day and we were to have an early morning. The evening ended with
a rendition of the Chinese National
Anthem by them and - on request"The Star Spangled Banner" by us.
After prolonged goodbyes and some
exchanging of addresses, we were
escorted back to our hotel by a
group of about 10 students.

GIFT BOOKS from our
Christmas catalogue now
available in the Bookstore.
Not every title in stock but
there is still time to order
what you want.

15th & N. Lawrence

dIt1UttLtUtE

Hrs: 8:30-4:30

-
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Bison Eliminate Loggers
By Bob Akamian
In the game played so intensely
that there was no room left for
miscues or blunders, the North
Dakota State Bison advanced to the
semi-final round of the NCAA Division II football playoffs with a 24-10
win over the Loggers at Burien's
Highline Stadium. The Bison will
host Shippersberg State (Pa.) at
Dacotah Field in Fargo this Saturday. Shippersberg defeated Virginia
Union 40-27 in Saturday's action at
Richmond, VA.
At Highline spirits were higher
than high, as both teams had more
than ample time to prepare. NDSU
took a three week break between
their season finale (a 42-7 whipping
of Simon Fraser) and the Loggers,
while UPS had two weeks off after
the 10-0 win over Santa Clara in the
"Wind Bowl" at Baker Stadium.
Both teams were injury free and
ready to go before a big crowd on a
crisp, sunny day. It was the perfect
scenerio for a playoff game.
But little things chipped away at
the Logger's side of the picture. Rod
Drivstuen missed 9 minutes of the
second quarter with a hyperextended knee. The Loggers were hit with
10 penalties for a total of 95 yards, 2
of which helped kill potential scoring drives in the final quarter.
Logger quarterbacks were sacked
a total of 5 times and UPS turned the
ball over 4 times on fumbles and interceptions.
Now, this is not to say that the
Loggers laid down in front of the
thundering herd, as a matter of fact
UPS and NDSU scrapped for 52
minutes before the events that put
the game away for the Bison.
The Loggers broke the scoring
deadlock late in the first quarter
with a 69 yard drive that started
after a fake punt-draw on 4th down
and 6 from the Logger 33 came up
short. Drivstuen then moved the
Logs downfield in 10 plays, scoring
on a 19 yard pass to Mike Bos.
Monty Laughlin's extra point made it
7-0.
NDSU opened the second quarter
with a 14 play drive powered mostly
by the running of senior fullback
Kevin Peters. Peters carried 7 times
on the posession and racked up a
total of 114 yards to lead all rushers
on the afternoon. But the
touchdown was scored by the Herd's
other back, offensive captain Mike
Kasowski. Mike popped over from
one yard out to tie the score at 7-7.
Kasowski rolled up 106 yards on his
own in the game. As a matter of fact,
the two starting backs combined for
220 of the total 370 yards that the
Bison accumulated.
Following that score, the Loggers
moved quickly downfield, picking
up 37 yards on passes to Dave Estes
and Eric Bowton. But on the pass to
Bowton, Drivstuen went down with
his injury. His replacement,
freshman Brad Gobel was somewhat
ineffective on his 4 series before the
half, passing for only one completion in 3 attempts. Gobel also had a

pass picked off by linebacker Jim
Kent and the Loggers netted only 2
more first downs before the intermission.
The Bison scored once more
before the half after creating their
own break. NDSU called a time out
with the Loggers in a fourth down
situation. Sophomore receiver Jeff
Conley raced in from the left to
block Wayde Stephens' punt. Scott
Stoltzenerg came up with the foot
ball for the Logs, but he had no room
to run and North Dakota took control at the Logger 28 with only 25
seconds left in the period. The Bison
drove to the Logger 7, then, with only
8 seconds left, kicker Mark Luedtke
booted a 24 yarder to make the
score 10-7 at halftime.
Although the playoffs represent a
must-win situation, the Bison have
had to win ever since week 3 when
they found themselves 0-2 following
losses to Northern Michigan
(another one of the final four in Division II) and Big Sky representitive,
Northern Arizona. After that, NDSU
swept seven North Central Conference games and ripped Simon
Fraser to finish the regular season at
8-2. Saturday's game was the 11th
playoff appearance since 1964 for
the Bison who won national titles in
1969 and 1970.
After taking a slight edge in yardage and momentum, NDSU seemed content to let the Loggers take
control. And take control they did,
Jeff Green blasted Bison quarter back Mark Nellermoe, forcing a
fumble on the NDSU 22. The Logs
could penetrate no further than the
10 and Laughlin drilled a 29 yard
field goal to tie the game at 10-10.
The Bison then held the ball for six
minutes, but could not score after
moving 64 yards in 17 plays. NDSU
reached the Logger 12 but Luedtke
missed the 29 yard kick.
The Loggers could not take advantage of the miss and it was on their
next two possessions that the complexion of the game changed. Moving from their 20, the Logs
penetrated Bison territory on four
straight Drivstuen passes. After
reaching the 19, an illegal proceedure penalty backed UPS up 5
yards and then linebacker Fred
Cooperwood lowered the boom on
Rod Drivstuen. The 6-1 senior from
Omaha, Nebraska sacked Rod twice
for a total of -12 yards, forcing a 53
yard field goal attempt by Laughlin
that was partially blocked.
UPS got the ball again at the 20,
less than two minutes later. This
time Drivsuten looked for Mike Bos
and hit the junior from Peninsula
three straight times for 45 yards. UPS
advanced to the Bison 21 yard line
before 2 penalties, one an unsportsmanlike conduct call on Logger captain Ted Parry for some
misunderstood words. This forced a
Stephens' punt and set the stage for
the Bison scoring explosion in the
final five minutes. Two running plays
kept the clock rolling and brought

Sessions: Thursday 12-5 and 6-9pm
Friday 8-11 and 12-5pm
in the

SUB LOUNGE
$2.00 Sitting Fee

Appointment Not Necessary!!
Sponsored by Tamanawas

up the thoughts of Kansas overtime
in the minds of the more than one
journalist on hand.
The next play was one so out of
character for the Bison that it stunned the Logger defense to the point of
receiver Robert Blakley badly
beating two Logger defenders
downfield.
Bob took the long pass from
Nellermoe, one of only three completed by NDSU, for 49 yards. He
was hauled down by the pants by
Buster Crook at the Logger 20. Peters
slammed ahead to the 5 and
reserve back Jeff Willis scored on
only his second carry of the day to
give NDSU the lead with 2:56 to
play.
Considering the way Drivstuen
had been moving the Loggers
through the air, it was easy to keep
the faith as the Loggers prepared to
drive for a tying score. But on third
down, Drivstuen's 30th pass of the
day was knocked out his hand and
picked off by tackle Mike Stratton.
From the Logger 26, it took the Bison
only four plays to score on a
demoralized Logger defense. Nellermoe took it in himself from one yard
out for the game's final score with
only 18 seonds left.
Despite the interception, Drivstuen had a fine day offensively,
completing 20 of 30 passes for 207
yards and the touchdown to Bos, but
the Logger running game was held to
only 52 yards on 39 carries.
The Loggers are now through for
1981, but can be proud of a 10-2
season that saw six tough wins, innumerable injuries and constant
adversity that the Loggers consistantly overcame to make to their
first playoff berth ever. 1981 saw
Rick Linblad come back from an
opening day injury to lead the UPS
ground attack in the final five
weeks. 1981 also saw Rod Drivstuen
take over after 6 games and continue where Kevin Reimer left off in
leading the Logs offensively. 1981
saw super Logger defense from the
line, the linebacks and the backs
that won more than one ball game.
For seniors Bob Jackson, Monty
Laughlin, Ed West, Rick Linbiad, Al
Rainwater, Jim Dresser, Fred Alcorn,
Brian Threkeld, Ted Pary, Mark
McGillvary and Mike O'Neill it was
a fine way to end their UPS careers.
The only thing left to write or say is
to give a salute to the Loggers and

the Logger coaching staff for a fine
year in 1981 and for proving that
UPS can compete on a national level
in football.

Three scholarships were recently
awarded in the School of Business
and Public Administration. Sonya
Simmmons and Elizabeth George
received the Comerco Scholarship
and Carol Vincent was awarded the
Seattle Food Brokers Scholarship.
These three women were chosen on
the basis of scholarship and faculty
recommendations. All the applicants have been excellent
students but these women showed
exceptional talents. Congratulations
Sonya, Elizabeth and Carol.
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Logger Sp*lkers
UPS Women's Volleyball Team
has accepted an invitation to the
AIAW Division Ill National Championships Dec. 10, 11, 12 at U. of
LaVerne, Claremont, CA. We have
been seeded no.10 out of 16 teams,
Linfield no.1 at Regionals is seeded
no.8 nationally.
After a 3-9 start, we finished with a
24-17 season record. Patti Brabec,
5'8" soph. from Bellevue, WA. made
the 1981 All-Region team. Mary Cannon, 511" soph. from Anchorage,
AK. was on the 1980 All-Region team
when UPS finished 2nd to Whitworth.
We will drive down (near LA), leav-

ing Mon. Dec. 7 and returning Sun.
Dec. 13. The tourney starts Dec. 10
with 4 pools of 4 teams each, and only the top 2 teams from each pool
continue Dec. 11, in the 8 team double elimination playoffs. Finals are
on Dec.12. Lastyear, UPS finished in
a tie for 9th at Nationals (held at
Whitworth). Univ. of LaVerne (host)
and Macalester College (Minn.)
along with UPS are the only teams
returning to Nationals for the second straight year.
The teams in order of seeding:
Univ. of LaVerne (CA)
Mt. St. Joseph (OH)
3. Georgia Tech (GA)

Men's,Women/s
Hooners
By Bob Akamian

After last Tuesday's pasting by
Victoria, the UPS mer's basketballers turned things around and
knocked off a stubborn Concordia
Cavalier squad, 65-56, at the UPS
fieldhouse. It was another tough first
half for Don Zech's troops against
the overmatched NAIA opponent
from Portland, the Logs were only
leading by four points at the intermission and only built the final
margin by holding the Cavs scoreless
for 3'/2of the final 5 minutes of action.
It was a tight man-to-man defense
and press that kept Concordia close,
but when the Loggers got the inside
game going, the points came with
more ease. Sophomore guard Jerry
Williams (Puyallup) crankied out 14
points and dished out 6 assists to
lead the Loggers offensively. Up
front, Norman Brown hit 10 baskets
and hauled down 9 rebounds, while
newcomer Rally Wallace and
verteran Brian Hopkins combined
for 15 boards. The Cavaliers were led
by junior center Ole Nordling who
sunk 15 points (depsite a sagging
5-10 free throw performance) and
snagged 6 rebounds. UPS shot a
steady 46.3% from the floor and out
rebounded the Cavs 37-20. Concordia is now 3-3 on the year, the Logs
season mark is now even at 1-1.
UPS runs into some tough opposition this weekend as two undefeated
teams from the North Central Conference visit the fieldhouse. North
Dakota invades tonight and the
Coyotes of South Dakota State are
in Saturday night. You can hear all of
the Logger action on KUPS-FM 90.1,
beginning at 7:20, both evenings.
The lady Loggers spent Tuesday
evening their season mark against
the u rinity Western Spartans 89-56.
Despite the final wide margin of victory, the game was closer
throughout most of the action. Logger coach Chet Hovde surprised the
crowd by starting freshman Folly
Vaughn (Juanita) and transfet Donna
Balmer (Puyallup via Central
Washington) in the backcourt. The
new duo impressed all attending
with their defensive hustle and
ballhandling that helped lead the
Logger scorer. Transfer center Susannah Armstrong (Highline CC) led the
UPS scoring with 20 big points.
Sophomore front liner Caran Zech
(North Mason) followed with 17
points but her play continues to be
below last year's in caliber. Coach

Hovde was happy with the team's
point production and general play as
he looked ahead to two games in
two days this weekend. The Loggers
host Whitman at TCC Friday night,
then they will battle Western
Oregon, considered by many to be
the no.1 team in the Northwest,
Saturday afternoon at the
Fieldhouse. Saturday's game can be
heard on KUPS-EM beginning at 2:55
pm.

LIVE MUSIC

Biola U (CA)
College of St. Catherine (MN)
Macalester (MN)
Lynchburg (VI)
Linfield (OR)
East Stroudsberg (PA)
UPS
Calif. Lutheran (CA)
W. Maryland C. (MY)
Trinity U. (TX)
Gallaudet C. (D.C.)
U. of Redlands (CA)
Elmhurst C. (IL)

FRI/SAT AT 9:00
OPEN MIKE WED.

HOMEMADE
PIZZA &
SANDWICHES

Our pool is:
UPS, Biola U., St. Catherine, and W.
Maryland.

Students enrolled in Professor
Bauska's Detective Fiction Winterim
course are strongly urged to attend
the Tacoma Actors Guild production
of Deathtrap playing December 3-26.

POOL &
VIDEO
UNICORN
TA VERN
5203 N. 49th
Formerly 'The Brick Tavern'

Is This A Cool Chick Or
What?
Ilk,

A long time member of Meatloaf's
back up band, Karla Devito has
released her first solo album. Is This
A Cool World Or What?, is an
uneven first album, with songs ranging from quiet to loud, and bad to
good.
Her strongest songs are her
slowest, when she has time to show
the full range of her voice. The best
of these is the last track "Just Like
You," which she carries off with a
strong dose of emotion. Other good
pieces include "Just One Smile," and

"Heaven an Wait."
The two weakest songs of the
album are the title track and a
ballad called "Bloody Bess." The
first gets lost in confusing lyrices
and ill-matched background, while
the second goes overboard
repeating the title of the song.
Her two best fast songs are "I
Can't Stand to Reminice," and
"Work" both of which have a strong
accompaniment and a memorable
sound.
All in all, for a first album Is This A
Cool Wcrld Or What? comes across
fairly well. Karla Devito has a good
voice and style that with a little
polish could make her into a significant pop singer.

F

Creatures that should "go bump in
he night" - but don't - will be
featured during an open house Sunday, Dec. 6, at the University of
D uge t Sound Museum of Natural
-listory from 1 to 4 p m
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The Combat Zone is intended as a
satirical work and has, as such, been
set off from the rest of the
newspaper. Any resemblences to
any person, place or thing is purely
coincidental.
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Pi Ph, Crystal Wagley, with newly
elected ASUPS Senator Johr
Maitman, enjoying a light meal a4
Clinques before the P1 Phi Christmaf
Dance.
(above left) Mathematics Professor
Ed Goman fights off the advances of
Geology Professor Norm Anderson
during a heated debate over
Winterim.
(above right) Keith Peterson displays
new spring fashions.
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